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WHAT IS MOTION BLUR?






9 Slow LC response time.
9 Excitation & Hold temporal 
rendering method of LCDs.
9 Smooth pursuit eye movement of 










M = N(N-1) 
Transitions
9MPRT is an objective and
quantitative parameter proposed for
standard characterization of Motion
Blur artifact, and quantification of
the visual perception of moving
images.
9Grey to Grey (G2G) Response
Time Curves (RTC) must be taken









A Transition Matrix with the necessary 
number of frames must be constructed.
At least two frames must be taken 
into account to construct the matrix 
and in the case of V-Shaped 
Smectic materials we have captured 
5000 saples in 5 ms, it means we will 







We can use an 
Algorithm to 
calculate the 











New transition curves must 
be defined. All the response 
time curves are rising curves 
starting from Zero but coming 
from different initial grey 
levels (L1) before
Saturation Pulse.   
Compression Method


















The difference in the
numerical values
obtained is remarkable
from the fifth decimal
